
Date Saturday, January 6
Time 8:00 - 9:30 AM
Room GRAND BALLROOM
Title Tough Truths: The Leadership Lessons We Don't Talk About
Speaker Deirdre Maloney

Description

The veterinary field is filled with extraordinary leaders…and we need more of them. This session 
will help professionals at all levels enhance their leadership greatness. 

“Tough Truths" goes beyond the standard lessons we’ve learned our whole lives – lessons about 
hard work and playing nice and good time management. While important, these lessons are 
nothing new. They certainly don’t inspire. And alone they simply aren’t enough to catapult good 
leaders to greatness.  Tough Truths will. The reason they are "truths" is because they make us 
great. The reason they are "tough" is because they tend to take us out of our comfort zone. The 
beauty is that when we embrace them, we stand out. We do things we never thought possible…for 
bigger change. For greater success. For a better life.  

The Tough Truths session is a highly interactive and meaningful experience, offering a series of 
lessons learned through careful observation of great leaders who stand out. The lessons are 
delivered through purposeful group dialogue, concrete tips, and humorous anecdotes, all 
facilitated by Deirdre Maloney and presented with her personal brand of "mild audacity". By the 
end, participants will not only think a bit differently about the truth behind leadership 
greatness…they'll also have a set of customized next steps to help them get there.

Learning Objectives

Learn to creatively deal with the politics and people surrounding you each day.

Discover how to feasibly fight stress and find new levels of energy.

Learn from the wisdom in the room so that you can create a set of next steps for your own 
leadership journey.
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Date Saturday, January 6
Time 1:30 - 3:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS AB
Track Professional Development
Title Break Through Your Burnout: Turning Stress into Being On Fire About Work Again

Speaker Jessica Rector, MBA, BBA, MS
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Description

At the end of the day, you are worn out, exhausted, or just plain burnt out. You start questioning 
what you’re doing and why. You might even wonder if there’s an end in sight. You are going 
through the routines and feel the overwhelming pressure. It weighs on you day in day out. 
Everyone can feel your stress.

All of your stress, exhaustion, and frustrations pile on each other and you aren’t sure what to do.  
You feel alone. Jessica Rector has a dynamic, high content, high energy session called “Break 
Through Your Burnout.” Stress affects your work, health, relationships, and the company’s bottom 
line. 

Stress and burnout can lead to unhealthy habits or suicide. In this presentation, your attendees will 
uncover the vital role resilience plays in alleviating burnout and how to turn stress into productive 
habits and healthy living. Jessica will share strategies for creating a cohesive team, so you’ll have a 
tribe working together toward one common goal that everyone is a part of and reducing your 
stress at the same time. You will discover how to reduce burn out and practical, easy to implement 
tools for practicing self-care. Jessica will also share the steps to avoid burn out and walking through 
burnout if it arises again. It’s time to leave burnout behind!

Learning Objectives

Build an empowering cohesive team working toward common goals and effectively communicating

Use stress in productive ways to develop boundaries and positive habits

Implement a healthy work/life balance, create a self-care blueprint, and practice daily self care 
through easy to use tools to reduce pressure and stress

CE 1.50

Date Saturday, January 6
Time 1:30 - 3:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS EF
Track Technology
Title Personal Social Media Do’s and Don’ts
Speaker Cynthia Courtney, DVM

Description
Social media is a source of sanity and community for some veterinarians and a source of after-
hours harassment for others. Survive and thrive by finding your niche in our online world.

Learning Objectives

Decide where to establish your work-life social media boundaries.

Recognize the latest communities to interact with other veterinarians on social media and common 
veterinary etiquette.

Outline the consequences of specific online behaviors.
CE 1.50

Date Saturday, January 6
Time 1:30- 3:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS GH



Track Association Management
Title Consolidation, Educational Debt and the Future of Member Organizations
Speaker Douglas Aspros, DVM

Description
The ownership of veterinary clinical practice is changing rapidly, threatening the financial support 
for member organizations and raising questions about whose interests they serve.

Learning Objectives

Understanding the current ownership landscape in veterinary medicine

Member organizations must take a hard look at their value propostion

Organizations will need to be creative and willing to take risks to find a successful future
CE NA

Date Saturday, January 6
Time 1:30 - 3:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS KL
Track Leadership Development
Title 5 Tips to Engage Anyone at Any Time
Speaker Deirdre Maloney

Description

The key to success in every sector – including the veterinary field – is great relationships. While 
excellent processes, procedures and training are all important, it’s the connection you make with 
the colleagues and patients around you that can determine your ultimate success. 

But it doesn’t end there. Because, in the end, great relationships don’t just lead to greater results in 
your work. They lead to greater satisfaction in your life. 

While engaging others authentically sounds simple, many find it uncomfortable and awkward. 
Some can do it, but want to do it better.  The good news is that there are some simple, specific keys 
to engaging others well. There are also very common pitfalls we all must avoid. This highly 
interactive session will help both seasoned and emerging veterinary professionals get to a deeper 
level with anyone at any time.

Learning Objectives

Hear how to avoid those first awkward moments of engagement, connecting at a deeper level from 
the very start

Learn the one, guaranteed way to engage absolutely anybody and create a meaningful connection

Learn from the wisdom in the room to understand how those around you engaged at a deeper 
level for greater success

CE 1.50

Date Saturday, January 6
Time 3:30 - 5:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS AB
Track Leadership Development



Title
The Power of Confident Communication: How to Effectively Communicate with Anyone, Anytime, 
Anywhere

Speaker Jessica Rector, MBA, BBA, MS

Description

Frustration. Confusion. Anger. Stress. Any of these can come from miscommunication or lack of 
communication. How is your communications contributing to your stress, frustration, or anger? 
How is it impacting your work environment?

When talking with others, people usually communicate from their experiences, what works for 
them and how they take in information. Not realizing that others take in and process information 
differently, which is why something that seems so simple as, “Hi, how are you” can land in various 
ways when people hear it.

In this high valued, dynamic presentation, Jessica Rector helps you enhance your external 
communication by first getting clear on your internal communication. She shares how your inner 
talk is directly impacting how you speak to others, what you’re saying, and how it might not be 
received as intended. You’ll discover how to build your confidence, so you’re secure having an in 
depth conversation with an employee, asking for the sale with a potential client, or giving a 
presentation to your peers. She’ll share what it takes to have open communication with anyone 
and how the hardest thing to do is the thing you need to do most to ensure better communication. 
Whether these communications are with a boss, employee, client, or between genders, Jessica’s 
strategies bridge the gap and make communication easier for all involved.

Learning Objectives

Communicate effectively using language that resonates with how others take in information.

Increase their confidence when speaking to anyone, anytime, anywhere about anything.

Reduce negative inner talk in order to courageously lead, ask for what you want and get it, and be 
heard and understood.

CE 1.50

Date Saturday, January 6
Time 3:30 - 5:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS EF
Track Health and Wellness
Title How to Heal the Toxic Team
Speaker Cynthia Courtney, DVM

Description

Wellness problems in our profession are causing interpersonal conflict in our workplaces. However, 
any team member can take simple steps to break destructive cycles of behavior and detoxify their 
practice.



Learning Objectives

Understand the connection between self-care and toxic behaviors.

Discuss the emotional and financial benefits of wellness and the costs of uncivil workplace 
behavior.

Brainstorm and list 3 action steps to implement in the workplace to improve team wellness. (Draws 
from actions items developed as part of the AVMA Future Leader 2015-2016 Team.)

CE 1.50

Date Saturday, January 6
Time 3:30 - 5:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS GH
Track Association Management
Title Successful Governance: It Starts with Role Clarity
Speaker Dale West, MS, CAE

Description

Defined roles for board members, volunteers, and staff are often unclear and rarely defined. 
Having a full understanding of roles allows organizations to effectively conduct business and find 
the right talent. This interactive session will allow you to define role clarity for the board of 
directors, key volunteers, and staff. The audience will participate in an exercise that will provide 
role clarity that’s customized to your organization. 

Learning Objectives

Describe the difference between governance and management.

Define roles for the board, key volunteers, and staff.

List the essential activities that a board of directors cannot delegate.
CE NA

Date Saturday, January 6
Time 3:30 - 5:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS KL
Track Health and Wellness
Title 7 Habits of Highly Stressful People
Speaker Stacy Pederson

Description

Stress is bad for our growing bellies, bottoms and shrinking bottom lines. Stacy gives a unique and 
hilarious take on being a “Professional Stresspert.” Diagnosed with PTSD after almost dying several 
times, Stacy shares 7 stress habits to successfully sabotage you and your co-workers’ productivity 
and quality of life. You will laugh, identify with the 7 habits of highly stressful people, learn practical 
tips on de-stressing, and how to get along with difficult co-workers, volunteers and patrons.



Learning Objectives

Participants will be able to be able to implement several de-stressing techniques based on 
physiology and mindset.

Participants will have the tools to differentiate between what they CAN control in their work 
relationships vs. what they need to release OR embrace.

Utilizing a few simple steps, participants will understand their own personal ability to transform 
and innovate the workplace culture into a healthy, positive place for themselves, their co-workers 
and their patrons.

CE 1.50

Date Sunday, January 7
Time 8:30 - 10:00 AM
Room COLUMBUS AB
Track Health and Wellness
Title Discovering and Taming Our Inner Critic 
Speaker Kimberly Pope-Robinson, DVM, CCFP

Description

The core belief behind 1 Life Connected is that self-forgiveness is the foundation to a sustainable 
career in this profession. Yet our inner critic often works against us in finding that path to 
acceptance.  Our inner critics tell us we can’t, or shouldn’t, or aren’t good enough, or even 
sometimes let us know that we don’t  belonged in this career.  Taking us to a path where we hate 
our inner critic, fighting them daily if not almost an hourly fight. In finding how to partner with our 
inner critic this can allow us to step out and find our unique path to our authentic sustainable 
career while still connecting with our life’s passion.  Finding a partner in our inner critic can change 
our lives.  Come learn how this journey can help revitalize you and learn how to develop the path to 
partnership for you and your inner critic. 

Learning Objectives

Understand the history of the development of our inner critic.

Begin to discovery what our inner critic is saying.

Learn how to personify our critic to begin the steps to partnering with them again.
CE 1.50

Date Sunday, January 7
Time 8:30 - 10:00 AM
Room COLUMBUS EF
Track Technology
Title How Does Telehealth Work in Veterinary Medicine?

Speaker
Adrian Hochstadt, JD, CAE; Lori Teller, DVM, ABVP; Gail Golab, PhD, DVM, DACAW; Kendall 
Houlihan, DVM; Angela Roberts, MA

Description

Speakers will review the status of telehealth in veterinary medicine, AVMA’s guidance in this fast-
changing area, provide information and lessons to be drawn from how telehealth is currently being 
used to support human healthcare, and share how all of this information is assisting in the 
development and delivery of regulatory and practical guidance for veterinarians and policy makers. 
Attendees will also hear about experiences with the use of videoconferencing within in a VCPR-
compliant pilot program to improve access to care for a traditionally underserved Native American 
community.



Learning Objectives

Learn how veterinarians might incorporate appropriate use of telehealth in delivering veterinary 
medical services.

Learn about the AVMA’s new guidance on hotly debated regulatory issues such as licensure and 
VCPR as applied to telehealth.

Learn about legal considerations veterinarians should be aware of when incorporating  telehealth 
tools in their practice.

CE 1.50

Date Sunday, January 7
Time 8:30 - 10:00 AM
Room COLUMBUS GH
Track Diversity and Inclusion
Title Implicit Bias-- and How to Tackle It
Speaker Kelsey Shaw, DVM

Description

Implicit biases are the prejudices and preconceived notions our brain holds to be true without us 
consciously realizing they’re there.  Every person has their own set of implicit biases, and they 
influence our interactions with coworkers, employees, and clients on a daily basis.  Several studies 
in human medicine have investigated this topic, and have evaluated methods to improve medical 
outcomes by combatting implicit bias. The workshop will discuss some of the data regarding 
implicit bias, drawing correlations to veterinary medicine, and give ideas for participants to bring 
back to their workplace in order to improve their relationships with colleagues and with clients. 
Ideally, before the workshop participants will take at least one “Implicit Association Test” offered 
through Project Implicit at Harvard University 
(https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html), although the workshop will be designed to 
be meaningful for those that are unable to do so prior to attending.

Learning Objectives

Understand what implicit bias is and how all people are implicitly biased.

Understand the impact implicit bias has on communication with coworkers and clients.

Provide a toolbox for individuals to recognize and manage their bias.
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Date Sunday, January 7
Time 8:30 - 10:00 AM
Room COLUMBUS KL
Track Professional Development
Title Networking Outside Your Industry Circles
Speaker Stephanie Morley, DVM

Description

Developing a network of colleagues in your industry provides support, mentorship and an 
opportunity for shared ideas.  But what can developing relationships with professionals outside the 
veterinary industry to for you?  This workshop will guide you in thinking outside of the box to 
strategically develop your network to create a source of advisors and fresh perspectives that will 
grow your career beyond what you can see now.



Learning Objectives

Develop personalized networking goals.

Identifying appropriate networking tactics to achieve those goals.

Creating your personal brand to attract networking opportunities.

CE 1.50

Date Sunday, January 7
Time 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS AB
Track Leadership Development
Title Culture: Every Practice Has One….But Is It The One You Want?
Speaker Wendy Hauser, DVM

Description

This session will explore workplace culture (cognitive, emotional) and the impact culture has on 
success.  Leaders will examine the role that they play in employee engagement and motivation. The 
role of psychological safety and impact on how teams function will be explored. Attendees will be 
provided tools to evaluate their own core beliefs, as well as hospital culture. Steps to achieve a 
shared culture will be discussed.

Learning Objectives

What motivates you to do what you do? Though instruction and self-reflection, participants will 
begin to define their core beliefs. 

Participants will define their personal values, learning how core beliefs inform but values support 
their actions. 

Attendees will learn how to utilize the workshop activities within their own practices to help build 
healthy cultures, including psychologically safe teams.

CE 1.50

Date Sunday, January 7
Time 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS EF
Track Leadership Development
Title Understanding and Managing Student Loan Debt
Speaker Michael Gergye, MBA, and Michael Samaras, MBA, MIS, CSM, PMP

Description
This program focuses on teaching students to understand debt, forgiveness programs, and 
formulate a strategy to manage their financial obligations.

Learning Objectives

Understanding Student Loan Debt.

Requirements of Forgiveness Programs.

Strategies for Loan Repayment and Tax Liability Payment.
CE 1.50

Date Sunday, January 7
Time 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Room COLUMBUS GH
Track Diversity and Inclusion



Title Embracing the Diversity of our Veterinary Profession
Speaker Rachel Cezar, DVM

Description

Veterinary professionals are called to serve in so many facets that becoming a practitioner straight 
out of school is not the norm.  Many leaders of our profession are employed in federal agencies or 
industry companies even serving in Congress.  Therefore, as leaders, it is important to embrace 
what our profession has to offer this entire universe.  However to be one of the most successful 
professions in the world, we need to recognize the lack of diversity and inclusion in our profession 
and understand how enhancing it can be a definite net worth financially and in personal wellbeing.

Learning Objectives

Why is diversity important.

Diversity in leadership.

Diversity of careers.
CE 1.50

Date Sunday, January 7
Time 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Room COLUMBUS KL
Track Health and Wellness
Title Handling Stress and Becoming Anti-Fragile: Being More than Resilient
Speaker Jennifer Quammen, DVM, MPH and Ryan Smith, MS

Description

Stress is something we talk about with respect to our patients nearly every day, but have you 
considered the effect it has on you or the rest of the healthcare team?  One definition of resilience 
when you come across a challenge, respond to that and return back to your set point.  That’s a net 
zero situation.  Anti-fragility is coming against an adversity, facing that and returning to a point that 
is better than where you started.  You learn to use the challenges life has to not only overcome, but 
to grow.  Stress is one factor to induce resilience; but do we really want to induce resiliency or anti-
fragility in veterinary medicine?

Learning Objectives

Define resilience and anti-fragile as related to veterinary medicine.

Understand that stress isn’t always a negative thing; as with many things, the dose makes the 
poison.

Develop a healthy relationship with stress and challenge may improve your overall quality of life.
CE 1.50
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